Need for Better Diabetes Treatment: The Therapeutic Potential of NMDA Receptor Antagonists.
Diabetes mellitus is the most common metabolic disorder in children and adolescents. Optimal control of blood glucose concentration is essential to prevent acute and diabetic long-term complications. The options to treat diabetes have clearly improved over the last decades, however, to date neither type 1 diabetes nor type 2 diabetes mellitus can be cured. Therefore, diabetes research aims at developing β-cell protective agents that prevent or even reverse diabetes onset. N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors (NMDARs) are glutamate-gated ion channels that are widely expressed in the central nervous system (CNS) where they hold central roles in CNS function. NMDAR dysfunction is associated with several neurological and psychiatric disorders and therefore NMDAR modulators have several potential therapeutic indications. Only little is known about the role of pancreatic NMDA receptors. Our data provide evidence that inhibition of pancreatic NMDARs, either genetically or pharmacologically with the over-the-counter drug dextromethorphan, increases glucose-stimulated insulin secretion from mouse and human pancreatic islets, improves glucose tolerance in mice and individuals with diabetes and promotes islet cell survival under diabetogenic conditions. Thus, our data indicate for the first time that NMDAR antagonists could serve as adjunct treatment for diabetes mellitus. The development of a safe, blood glucose lowering and particularly β-cell protective medication would significantly enhance current diabetes treatment.